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In this thrilling new installment in the Far Stars saga, a reluctant hero with a bloody past must
reunite with an old love to battle an evil emperor willing to destroy all their worlds if he cannot
control them.When the Far Stars came under imperial attack, Astra Lucerne—the daughter and
successor of the Far Stars’ greatest conqueror—Marshal Augustin Lucerne—rallied her father’s
confederation forces to defend their worlds. They were joined in the fight by former imperial
general Arkarin Blackhawk, a warrior whose skills and brutality made him infamous, and who
has, for two decades, sought the redemption he knows is unreachable.Now, with the imperial
foothold in the sector eliminated, the Far Stars is free and almost united. While Astra’s forces
continue to depose local tyrants and warlords, Ark and his crew have slipped back into the
shadows. Though his heart belongs to Astra, Ark cannot get too close. His imperial conditioning
remains under control, but it is still volatile, and the temptation of power threatens to unleash the
dark compulsions that made him the most merciless of the emperor’s servants. He cannot risk
allowing Astra to see the darkness inside him.But while the battle has been won, the war may
not be over. A petty smuggler makes a discovery that can enable the emperor to strike back and
crush the resistance—unless Ark and Astra join forces again to stop him.
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Chapter 1The screams rose up into the sky, sharp and shrill, audible manifestations of the terror
of a dying people. Thousands ran, fleeing from the advancing soldiers, frantically searching for
someplace, anyplace, to hide, knowing even as they fled, there was no escape. The doom that
had come to Valask was an unstoppable force, utterly relentless and without mercy. It was death
unleashed, and in its path remained only fire, corpses, and the charred remains of a place where
people had lived and worked and raised families.Valask had been a prosperous world, at least
reasonably so. Its local government had been moderate in its severity, at least by imperial
standards, and the emperor had mostly ignored it, content with the annual tribute that flowed
from the Valaski factories into the imperial coffers.Until the Valaski made a fatal mistake.They
rebelled.The planet’s population, mostly factory workers, heard the news from the Far Stars. It
had come in scattered bits at first, whispers and rumors that slipped through the imperial
censors and spread like wildfire among the people. It seemed almost an impossibility. Imperial
planets had thrown off the imperial yoke! And not just the mass of worlds in the Far Stars, long
claimed by the emperor, but never truly under imperial rule. No, the news had spread of the six
worlds in that distant sector that had once been the imperial demesne for centuries. The
emperor’s standards had been pulled down and stomped into the streets of those half-dozen
worlds, soaked in the blood of the imperial soldiers. For the first time in a millennium, planets
had broken free of the deadening hand of empire.The Far Stars was impossibly distant, of
course, far across the Void, beyond the reach of the emperor’s dread battleships. But the
defiance that consumed those people was not stopped by such distance. And if the people of
the Far Stars could throw off the chains of empire, so, too, could the Valaski.The people poured
out into the streets, wielding tools, clubs—any implements of war and destruction they could
fashion—and they overwhelmed the local forces and seized the centers of government
worldwide. Their victory carried great cost, of course, as with any battle pitting hordes of poorly
armed revolutionaries against modern troops equipped with guns. But even though the Valaski
died in the hundreds of thousands, the emperor’s garrisons were small and scattered. In the
end, the triumph was the people’s. And with all the blood they lost, they demanded it be repaid in
kind.The local officials all carried the taint of empire and endured the wrath of the victorious
mob, first as captives, and then when they were killed, torn to pieces in the streets, their murders
used as props by those among the rebels already jockeying for power in the new order to come.
But that order, so desperately craved by the would-be political operatives among the mobs, was



short-lived, too transient even for the revolutionaries, who were already turning on one another.
Nature abhors a vacuum, and too many tried to fill the roles of leadership with the bodies of their
rivals.While the people of Valask fought one another, the empire prepared.No more than two
months after the flags were first pulled down from the imperial headquarters, the emperor’s
forces entered the system, massive battleships, each twenty kilometers long, bristling with
weapons and packed with armored soldiers.The emperor’s fist had arrived.The fleet did not
hesitate to move on the planet. Nor did any of its ships respond to the increasingly frantic
communications from the surface, attempts to negotiate at first, quickly morphing into terrified
pleas to surrender. Yielding was no longer an option. The people of Valask had committed the
greatest offense imaginable: they had defied their master, and imperial doctrine demanded
punishment, a wound to the planet that would never heal, a nightmare that would be spoken of
by the survivors’ descendants long after living memory had faded to dust . . . if such survivors
should even exist.The sky was thick and dark with smoke, great pillars of gray black rising from
the burning cities, blasted from the guns of the orbiting battleships. Abandoned vehicles lined
the broken and pockmarked roads, and bodies lay strewn about everywhere the eye could
see.The fields surrounding the planetary capital, once lush and green with rich crops that fed a
world, were scorched and blackened, and pitted with craters. Thousands of landing craft lay
there now, over what had once been farmlands and pastures, and the soldiers of the empire
streamed forth from them, bringing ruin, despite the fact that all active resistance had long since
ceased.In the center of the great fleet of landers sat a larger ship, ostentatious, almost, looming
over the others, the great red standard of empire emblazoned on its gray metal hull. A man stood
in front of the ship, tall and grim, surrounded by guards and aides. He was clad in black-and-red
robes partially covering the body armor he wore below, and a pistol and a sword hung down at
his sides. His hands were extended, gesturing roughly in one direction and then another, and he
snapped out orders quickly, in a voice so harsh, so cold, his own soldiers winced when it was
directed at them.Ignes Inferni was an imperial lord, a general of the empire, and a notorious
butcher whose exploits were sewn deep into the scars of a dozen tormented worlds. Inferni had
killed millions in the service of his ruthless master, and he had never failed to carry out his
orders, to do as the emperor bade him do. Men, women, children—rebels or simply innocents
the emperor wanted to use as examples—it didn’t matter to the brutal general. He was
seemingly without emotion, a cold-blooded killing machine, and in the decades of his murderous
career, he had never been moved to the slightest mercy.Now, this dark imperial minion had
come to Valask to crush rebellion, and to remind the people of the doomed world—and the
broader galaxy—that they were the emperor’s subjects, then and forever.“Go, Colonel Trax.
There are reports of refugees fleeing the city to the south, moving toward the forests. See that
they do not escape.”“As you command, General.” Tragon Trax was a stone-cold killer in his own
right, a thirty-year veteran of imperial service, but in the presence of Ignes Inferni, he seemed
almost timid. “Do you want us to take prisoners?”Inferni turned back and stared at his
subordinate. “No, Colonel. No prisoners.” He stood two meters tall, his armor adding to his



already massive, hulking form, and a metal mask covered the lower half of his face. Above the
sheath of steel, peering through the hood of his black cloak, were two steel-gray eyes, cold,
focused on the imperial officer. “Kill them all, Colonel. Every one of them.” The room was vast,
almost unimaginably so. To any eye unaccustomed to the wonders of the imperial capital, it
defied even the most grandiose imaginings of what men could build. The ceiling vaulted two
hundred meters above the floor, two columns of great buttresses running along its awesome
length, reaching out, held up, seemingly, by the very air itself. And all along the walls were
mosaics, great images of the emperors who had ruled humanity for a thousand years.The floor
was an expanse of polished black marble stretching almost out of sight to either side, and in the
center of the far wall, seated on an immense throne covered in gems and precious metals, the
emperor of mankind, the supreme ruler of all humanity—ruler, in fact, of a thousand worlds
coreward of the Void, but by name and claim only in the Far Stars—sat and stared out at a small
group of military officers.The emperor’s face was harsh, the jagged lines of age carved into a
cold grimace, almost as if he was a statue of menace and darkness. Arrogance seemed to float
in the air around him, and it was perhaps warranted—in every particular, he was the product of a
lifetime of privilege and power almost unchecked . . . one preserved and protected by a
murderous paranoia.His hands protruded from billowy silken sleeves, clenched tightly into fists,
and his posture was tight, the tension consuming him clear to any who looked. The emperor was
angry, as few had ever seen him, and nothing instilled fear in those who served the throne like
the fires of imperial rage.“General Inferni has returned, Your Supremacy,” an imperial officer
reported. “His shuttle approaches the capital even now, and his reports have begun to come in.
He has won a great victory, Your Supremacy. The rebellion on Valask has been crushed, utterly
and completely. All leaders of the revolution have been killed, and total civilian casualties are
estimated to exceed one billion. It will be generations before the survivors forget the
consequences of their folly, if, indeed, such a cataclysm can ever be truly forgotten.”“It is good,
General Idilus, that Valask has been restored to the imperial fold . . . yet it will be many years
before that rich world again fills our coffers at the rate it once did. Rebellion cannot be tolerated,
of course, yet our purposes are served far better by preventing such uprisings, no?”Anyone who
heard the emperor’s tone knew it was not a question.Idilus shuffled nervously, his feet sliding
back and forth on the hard marble. He was about to speak when the emperor continued.“Fear . . .
that is our chosen tool. It is far cheaper than war, and less damaging to the productivity of the
worlds in question. For many years, it did most of our work for us, and rebellions were rare. Yet
we have seen no fewer than nine in only the last two years . . . and every one of you is aware of
the cause behind this.” The emperor’s volume grew, and with it, the severity of his tone.“Not only
did all of you fail to prevent the worlds of the demesne from breaking from our grasp—a defeat
from which we still sting with rank humiliation—but you were not even able to enforce our
quarantine on information of this ignominious defeat. Instead, every lowly factory worker on
Valask, and, seemingly, on every other world of the empire, has heard of our shame . . . almost
as if the damned fools in this room shouted the news out to any who would listen.”Idilus knew the



emperor was being unfair, but he didn’t dare say that. He just stood at attention, struggling to
maintain the respectful look that masked his fear. The emperor didn’t usually take out his rage on
the highest nobles and officers, at least not beyond screaming and perhaps the confiscation of
estates . . . but humanity’s ruler was very angry just then, and Idilus optimistically put his odds of
leaving the room right a touch below 80 percent.Maybe even seventy.“I abase myself, Your
Supremacy.” Idilus dropped to one knee. He’d almost thrown himself to the floor, facedown in the
full prostration, but there was an art to such things as appeasing an angry monarch, and
overdoing it could be almost as bad as doing nothing. “I did all I could to maintain the news
blackout . . . and yet, I failed. I beseech you for your pardon, my master.” There was a fine line to
be followed with excuses, as well. Some deflection of responsibility was useful, but too much
was almost guaranteed to inflame the imperial rage.“Your apologies are meaningless, General,
as are your excuses. Your idiocy has cost my treasury billions in military expenditures and lost
revenues. I would take it out of your estates, if your miserable holdings were more than a trickle
of what was lost. If you would have my forgiveness, General, you must earn it. I would have my
worlds back, and no less. First the six planets I so long possessed beyond the Void, and then the
hundred others that have for so long defied imperial rule. If you would return to my good graces,
General, you must find a way to invade the Far Stars in force. A way to reclaim what is
mine.”Idilus could feel his legs weaken. What he was being asked was impossible. The empire
had never been able to conquer the Far Stars. For centuries, only the smallest of imperial
warships had attempted the journey across the Void, and even those endured staggering loss
rates. No emperor had dared risk any of the great battleships in that deadly nothingness. They
were too massive to make the crossing, and too costly to risk. But without the great ships of war
no imperial fleet could defeat the forces of the Far Stars, especially not since the long-divided
cluster was now well on its way to being united.“Am I understood, General?”“Yes, Your
Supremacy. I understand completely. And I will obey.”Though what the hell I’m going to do, I have
no idea . . .

Chapter 2“Boss, come on . . . we’re going way too fast. I trust your hands, and your feel on the
controls—you know we all do. But that crazy thing . . .” Letis Grendel pointed toward the black
metal box sitting next to the captain’s chair. The old mate was worn and rugged, his gray-white
beard a wiry mess, plastered with grime from hours spent crawling around the creaking old
ship’s bowels, along with scattered bits of his last two or three meals. He was, in every particular,
the image of the grizzled old spacer, run down from a hard life spent in the dark deeps.Which
was exactly what he was.Rachus Denali reached down and put his hand on the ship’s main
control housing, an affectation and not any effort to change course or speed. He knew just what
he was doing, and he wasn’t going to let a few flops in his crew’s guts change that. Things were
going exactly as expected . . . notwithstanding the usual hauntings from the depths of the Void
that could terrify even the coldest veteran of the frigid dark.Granger was an old ship, but she was
his ship, and though everything on her wobbled a little or made noises of varying levels of



inexplicability, Denali trusted the worn and tired vessel. She was the only thing that had been
there for him in his life, always and without question. She’d gotten him out of more than one
scrape that looked to be his last, and, such that it was, she’d put food on his table for thirty
years.He trusted the new nav system, too—the black box Letis was now questioning. Maybe not
100 percent, truth be told, but then navigating the Void had never been a sure thing under any
circumstances. He’d built the damned thing, and he was as sure as he was about anything: that
it would get Granger where she was going, and the two other ships following tight behind his
rogue trader, as well.It better work . . .He’d put just about everything he had, as little as that was
—plus a thousand he’d gotten from the Kilian brotherhood—into its construction. That made the
voyage a make-or-break proposition, in more ways than one. He’d borrowed from the
brotherhood before, but never more than a hundred or so to pay off a gambling debt or make an
emergency repair. He’d been late once in paying back what he’d borrowed, and he still winced
thinking about the way that hammer had shattered his knee.“Relax, Letis,” he said, trying hard to
take his own advice, “the demons out here want better than a grizzly old piece of meat like you.”
A pause. “Or me, old friend.” Denali knew his crew was edgy . . . far more than normal for a pack
of moth-eaten spacers who had crossed the Void more than once. And he understood their fear
—because you never quite got over the fact that this journey took lives as if they were simply a
toll for a bridge.Denali and his crew, however, had made dozens of crossings, which placed
them in a small group of those who had repeatedly defied death, and an even more minuscule
collection of those who’d managed to ship the rarest of commodities back and forth repeatedly
while somehow managing to avoid getting wealthy from the effort.Granger’s captain was among
the rarest of breeds, a rogue trader who had a nose not just for interstellar travel in general, but
that undefined sense that somehow seemed to guide him through the depths of the Void,
carrying small shipments of valuable ores to the empire, and imperial luxuries back to the lonely
worlds of the Far Stars. The trade between the empire and the Far Stars was a lucrative one,
illegal as well, though moderately tolerated on the imperial side, as long as the right payoffs
were made.The few spacers who shared Denali’s gifts typically reaped the benefits of such a
restricted trade, and most of them retired early, after becoming far too rich to feel the need to risk
life and ship on yet another journey. But Denali’s life—the drinking, the drugs, the gambling . . .
not to mention three wives and eight children, plus more women in random ports than he could
even begin to count—had left him old, worn, and if not poor, exactly, at least short of cash and
barely hanging on to his ship, mortgaged heavily to the Far Stars Bank (and, worse, the hammer-
wielding gangsters).A few more well-executed runs, though . . . that would be enough. Enough to
pay off his ship, or at least work the debt down to the point where he could sell it for more than
he owed, and to fund a comfortable, if not opulent, retirement. That had been his plan, at
least.Unfortunately, his bad habits and self-destructive tendencies remained his worst enemies.
Things had gotten progressively worse in recent years, and he’d struggled to come up with the
funds to fill the hold with ore, and to gather the payoffs he would need on the imperial side.Then
he built the box.It had come to him, not in a dream exactly, but in a way not so far removed from



one. He’d never known exactly how he felt—that was the best word he could come up with—his
way through the Void, but then, one day, it came to him. Clarity. A real understanding of the Void,
of the strange magnetic tides and the eddies and currents in spacetime that rippled throughout
the treacherous expanse.He drew up the plans in just a few hours, though it took considerably
longer to build the prototype, the very box installed next to his chair on the bridge. Some of that
time had been careful workmanship, though acquiring the money to buy the parts he needed
had been, as usual with such things for Denali, difficult and time-consuming as well.But it was
worth it. Or would be, if the thing worked (and, for now, it seemed to be doing just that). The box’s
function was to reduce the risk Granger faced in the Void, and yet that wasn’t even the primary
benefit of his invention. For all the dangers, and the nightmarish stories of the Void, Denali never
doubted his ability to sniff his way through. But his nose for the depths of space didn’t extend
past his own ship, his eyes on the scanners, his hands on the controls. The box would allow him
to lead more than just the Granger through. With it, he could bring other vessels, a whole flotilla
even—ten, perhaps twelve ships—safely to port. The value that offered was almost
incomprehensible, at least to his own battered and limited aspirations, and the best part was, the
device was aligned to his own brain waves. No one could use it except him, and that made him
indispensable. Rachus Denali had never, in his hard and ramshackle life, been indispensable.
For once, he had something that couldn’t be stolen from him, something he couldn’t be cheated
out of.And it would make him rich, too. Which he really felt like he deserved.The problem was, for
all the potential of the box, he still hadn’t been able to convince many that the thing worked.
Which meant he didn’t have ten ships on this trip, nor the resources to support an expedition that
size on his own. Until he was able to bring other ships on board, he was just another idiot
gambling the life of him and his crew through the Void.He’d looked all around among his fellow
rogue traders, trying to convince them to come with him, to allow him to test—and show off—the
abilities of his new device. But that kind of thing was a hard sell, even for captains with far less
sketchy reputations than Denali’s. The Void was no joke. Most of those who’d been lost had
simply disappeared in the impenetrable blackness, but it was also a place where humankind
brought its own brand of darkness, and deceit and treachery loomed like shadows over all who
entered its inky depths. It was often said, “in space, no one can hear you scream.” In the Void, no
one could hear, see, or detect. If one’s comrades became enemies, through perfidy or simple
disagreements, there was no help, no chance of rescue, not even a way to signal for
assistance.So some crazy old spacer, one considered bad luck by many of his peers, looking for
ships to join him on an excursion across the Void, reeked in every way of a trap, filling the heads
of those he approached with images of treachery and boarding.In the end, he’d brought on two
ships. He’d somehow managed to convince the two other captains to join him, and that only by
the slimmest of margins. He’d known them both for many years, and while long acquaintance
wasn’t necessarily a plus for one with Denali’s history and temperament, his compatriots were
cast from the same mold as him, derelicts who’d squandered their chances at wealth, who’d
gone through cargoes and crews, all the while barely hanging on to the ships that were their



stake in the game. Desperation was a great aid to persuasion, and spacers in need were far
likelier to see the upside in seemingly crazy enterprises.It all amounted to the same thing: a
dangerous trip through the Void, and very little the crew would be able to show for it even if they
brought the other ships through. Denali had asked his people—and the crews of the other two
ships—to take a long-term risk, and when you faced death in the face every second in the Void,
“long term” wasn’t something any of them were comfortable with.Which means this has to
work.“Boss, Harkness is bumping up her thrust. I think she’s coming alongside to open up a
comm line.” Normal communications channels were useless in the Void, and even the direct
laser comm required extraordinary precision to compensate for the spatial disruptions all
around.That had been a mercy of sorts to Denali, sparing him from a near-constant stream of
nervous—if not outright panicky—communications from his fellow captains. He didn’t have a
doubt both of them were cursing him, and themselves, for getting sucked into his scheme.
They’d both made cross-Void journeys before, but it took a level of faith for a captain to release
control of his ship to a compatriot, to trust that one spacer could guide three vessels. No—not a
level of trust. It was a matter of blind faith. Because it had never been done before, and what
sounded reasonable to a trader well lubricated in a spacers’ bar in some decrepit port, likely
seemed downright insane deep in the embrace of the Void.Denali leaned back and sighed softly.
He knew he’d gotten off lightly, avoiding the constant stream of nearly hysterical messages he
might have expected if conditions had permitted. He also knew that any communication would
be unpleasant, but not really threatening to the continuation of the expedition. His companions
had no real choice but to continue to follow him. He’d directed the entire voyage, and the
chances that either of his fellow captains could get a fix on a course back out were pretty
damned close to zero.So at least he had that going for him.Still, he didn’t relish listening to
Linton Hogart bitch pointlessly at him over precious targeted laser bandwidth. Maybe he’s just
tucking in closer . . .That thought lasted all of five seconds, maybe eight. Then, Letis Grendel’s
scratchy voice shattered the illusion of hope.“We’re getting a signal from Harkness, boss.”Denali
sighed again, considerably louder than before. Then he reached grudgingly toward his headset.

Chapter 3Shira rolled over, propping herself up in the bed and looking out the window. She could
see from the sunlight streaming in it was past midmorning. And that meant she was late.She slid
around, swinging her legs over the edge of the bed. She slipped out from under the satin sheets,
and she leaned forward to get up. She paused for an instant, tense as she felt the movement
behind her, and old instinct, born of her years of battle and strife, kicked in. Then the softness of
a hand on her back, and the triggered combat reflexes eased, slipping away. Shira looked back
at the girl: beautiful, tall, slim, with a riotous mass of tangled golden blond hair falling around her
shoulders. She was just what Shira liked . . . but that had been last night. The girl had been an
adequate lay . . . no, that wasn’t quite fair. She’d been quite well above average, though a bit too
chatty for Shira’s tastes. Of course, almost everyone talked too much for Shira.“Good morning,
lover,” her companion purred, the high-pitched softness of her voice that had excited Shira the



night before grating on her in the morning light. She could feel the motion in the bed as the girl
slipped closer, and her arm stirred, moving to shove her bedmate away. She caught herself,
however, enough at least to cut the intensity of her motion from a hard push to a gentle
nudge.“It’s late,” Shira said. “I’ve got to grab a shower and go.” She didn’t quite growl at the girl,
but she left little doubt about her mood . . . or the fact that the time for play had passed. At least
she thought she left no doubt . . .“It’s barely eleven,” the girl said, moving her hands pointedly
from Shira’s back.“And that’s late.” Asterex had a twenty-three-hour day, just forty-five minutes
shorter than the Celtiborian standard Shira and her compatriots used on the Wolf’s Claw. Yet
since they’d arrived she’d been racing to make up lost time. Shira pulled away and stood up,
turning to stare back at the girl. “Like I said, I’ve got to go. But the room is booked until four, so
don’t feel you have to rush. Order some breakfast, take a long bath. Last night was fun. Maybe
when I come back this way, we can have another go.” That last part was pure diplomatic
nonsense. The truth was, Shira tended to tire quickly of her conquests, very often, as in this
case, after a single night.She could see the hurt in her companion’s eyes, and while she didn’t
exactly care, she did feel an impulse of sorts to soften her temperament. “I wish I could stay . . .”
A lie. “. . . but, my work will not wait. But I’ll look you up as soon as I get back this way.” Another
lie. Two, actually. Shira had no intention of trying to contact the woman again . . . and she
damned sure didn’t expect to come back to this backward shithole of a planet unless she had
one hell of a good reason.A much better reason than a moderately above average tumble.She
stood up, turning around and managing a smile to her bedmate, one she hoped seemed sincere.
Then she walked into the bathroom, staring into the mirror for a few seconds, astonished at just
how red and bloodshot her eyes were. She wasn’t as young as she used to be, and the morning-
after face she saw in the mirror hit her with that realization.But there was no time for such
vanities. She slipped into the shower and turned the hot water on, almost to scalding.She sighed
softly, closing her eyes for a moment while the hot water cascaded down over her body. She was
due back at the Claw . . . ten minutes ago. The mission was set to commence in less than an
hour, but she couldn’t help but wonder at the point of it all. She knew why they had gone back to
their old way of life, why Blackhawk had no choice but to retreat to his previous existence on the
fringes of the Far Stars, avoiding the centers of power that threatened his grip on
himself.Avoiding Astra Lucerne.There was a monster inside Blackhawk, one created by imperial
breeding programs and conditioning, one the warrior and adventurer had learned to control,
after a fashion. Blackhawk was perfectly fine, a hard man, but a fair and just one, reasonably at
least . . . as long as he stayed away from positions of power. But Shira had seen him during the
war, watched as he struggled to hold back the demons, to remain what he’d worked so hard to
become and not to fall back to the grim creature he’d once been. Arkarin Blackhawk would likely
be running from himself, from his past, until the day he died. That was his penance for his many
sins, and that was why he was on Asterex.Shira was there because Blackhawk had to be.There
wasn’t a doubt in her mind that she and the rest of the crew had to follow their leader from one
backwater to another, doing jobs that had once seemed almost normal, but now felt pointless.



Leaving Blackhawk was an impossibility. He had saved all their lives . . . no, more, he’d pulled
them from their own individual nightmares and given them purpose, and a home. That had been
years ago, of course, long before the war, and before they were all wealthy in their own rights,
but Arkarin Blackhawk had taught them nothing by his example more than loyalty, and Shira, for
one, would be damned if she’d ever turn her back on the one man who’d truly made a difference
in her life, and who’d risked his own countless times to do it.She’d been penniless when she’d
first come aboard the Claw, an orphan rotting in a prison cell, a few days from the headsman’s
blade. Blackhawk had gotten her out—by some method he’d never disclosed—and he’d taken
her in, saved her from almost certain death. He hadn’t tried to change her, to convince her to be
someone she wasn’t. He’d just given her a home on the Wolf’s Claw . . . and eventually, she had
come to see the others in that home as the family she’d never had.In some ways, she and
Blackhawk were the most alike on the Claw, and from the beginning, he had related to her
natural distrust and cynicism, traits he shared in every particular. With the possible exception of
Katarina Venturi, she and Blackhawk had the darkest views of the universe of everyone on the
Claw. She didn’t know what made Venturi tick, but it certainly wasn’t anything light or optimistic,
and she’d long ago learned not to make any reckless assumptions about the ex-assassin.Or not
so “ex” . . .The random group of adventurers on the Wolf’s Claw were a family; she knew they all
felt that way. But they were troubled nevertheless. They’d been happy once, bouncing around the
fringes of the Far Stars, smugglers, mercenaries, a group of mysterious but enormously skilled
rogues who didn’t give a damn what anybody else thought . . . or what laws anyone sought to
impose on them.But that had been before the war. Before the Far Stars had been even partially
united. Or something close to united. They had all seen desperate fighting in the battles against
the imperial forces . . . and they’d lost some of their own in that struggle. But the family had come
through the trials, still together, still devoted to one another.They’d gone back to their old lives,
retreated back to the shadows. But it didn’t work, not really. None of them wanted to admit it, but
things just weren’t the same as they’d been. The Far Stars was a different place, for one thing.
The Far Stars Confederation was still in its infancy, but Astra Lucerne had proven to be an
extraordinary and tireless leader. On world after world, the old rivalries, and the shadowy
businesses that had existed all around them for centuries, began to fade away. The Far Stars
Confederation brought law and order, and the promise of prosperity . . . and the smugglers and
pirates that had once been so prevalent in the sector had begun to disappear, to take their
places as relics of a lost age.For better or worse, the Wolf’s Claw and her crew were a part of
that fading reality, and with every step Astra Lucerne took to reorder the Far Stars, their refuge
grew ever smaller.Shira would never leave Blackhawk’s side, she was as certain of that as she
was of anything. She knew why he needed to remain in the shadows, to chase after the life that
had sheltered him for so long from his dark, nightmarish past. But the day was coming when that
refuge would no longer really exist, not in a rapidly developing and booming Far Stars.She had
no idea what Blackhawk, what any of them, would do then, but she knew she would never
abandon the man who had saved her. Who had given her back her life and made it something



worth living.She turned off the shower and hurried to gather her things together and get back to
him. “Try to reroute the secondary circuit through couplings eight and nine.” Arkarin Blackhawk
crouched down outside the portal leading to the Claw’s cramped engineering space. He was
leaning in, looking across the crawl space at his engineer—and the one person in all the Far
Stars and the vast and unknown galaxy who knew her way around the guts of the Claw as well
as he did.She knows it better than you, you pompous fool . . .That is correct. If you are referring
to the vessel’s engineering systems, even the most cursory empirical analysis would strongly
suggest that Samantha Sparks has more knowledge than you, certainly in a practical sense
useful for making repairs and the like.Blackhawk held back a sigh. He’d been angry for years at
the—long unwelcome—presence in his head, but sometime over the past twenty-some years,
he’d come to accept the AI. He still didn’t know how he’d ended up with the thing implanted in his
brain, but even the suspicion that was so central to the core of his being had come to accept the
strange . . . presence . . . as a friendly one.The thing had saved his life too many times to
preserve his mistrust.“I’ve got it, Captain . . . just give me two minutes to run the new
connection.”Blackhawk nodded his head and smiled. Sam Sparks was the most innocent
looking of the Claw’s crew. She was the youngest, too, and she looked even younger than she
was. She spent most of her time crawling around in the confines of the ship’s engine room, in
torn pants and a grease-stained shirt, long red hair tied back in a ponytail, struggling to keep one
abused and overused system or another functional.As often or not, when the ship was on the
run or going into a fight.She looked young and helpless away from her engines, and Blackhawk
had always had a fatherly affection for her. But first impressions were deceiving, and Samantha
Sparks was perfectly capable of taking care of herself, something that became immediately
apparent to anyone who saw her fire the tiny pistol she always had stashed somewhere. As far
as Blackhawk knew, she’d never missed.“Sam . . . I’ll leave it to you, but we’ve got to be on the
move in ten minutes.” Blackhawk pulled his head back out of the engine room, before Sam could
reply. She knew the timetable, and now, he’d just reminded her again. She’d have the Claw
ready, and he had enough confidence in her to leave her alone and go back to the
bridge.Besides, Shira isn’t here yet. And neither is Ace.Blackhawk was grateful to his crew for
staying with him, though he carried some guilt from it, too. They all had the resources to build
better lives, richer lives, out there in a Far Stars that was quickly rising up from the morass of
piracy and barbarism it had long been to a modern civilization. He’d been alone once, and for a
long time, and he told himself he could do it again, but he wasn’t sure he believed it. The old
Blackhawk had been a miserable creature, on the run—from his enemies and from himself—but
now, he was different. He had friends, more even. They were his family, in every way that
mattered. He had a woman he loved, too, although one he could never be with, and one who
couldn’t come with him where he had to go. She had too much to do, a legacy to continue, a
hundred planets to rule, billions of people looking to her for protection and justice. He’d accepted
that fact, as much as he ever could, but if he lost his crew as well as Astra . . . he wasn’t sure he
could endure it.He couldn’t be with Astra, the only woman he’d ever loved, but he was proud of



her, and watching her succeed in her herculean task helped to keep him out of the abyss. Astra
Lucerne’s rule was barely three years old, and she’d already proven herself to be her father’s
daughter, in more ways than he could easily count. Dozens of worlds had formally joined the Far
Stars Confederation, some voluntarily, others after Astra’s armies had purged them of
oppressive, entrenched governments. And the Far Stars Bank, driven partially by greed—and
partially by Astra’s veiled threats and intimidation—had funded a construction boom that was
already bringing backward planets into the future, improving living standards and industrial
output across the sector.She still had enemies, of course, and Blackhawk had a list. He did his
best to keep his crew convinced they’d been conducting random missions, that they were
mercenaries for hire, as they’d been for so many years before the war. But the targets they hit,
the enemies they exterminated, were all petty tyrants and crime lords, and while there was
certainly profit in killing them and taking their ill-gotten gains, the would-be mercs of the Wolf’s
Claw had actually been operating as a clandestine intelligence operation. This, of course,
without Astra’s knowledge, or even that of the crew involved in the actual missions. Blackhawk
knew he couldn’t be with Astra, that one day he would have to watch from the sidelines as she
married someone else and conceived the heir that would eventually take her place as the ruler
of the Far Stars. There was no joy in his future, no happiness . . . none save making sure she was
safe. And that he would do, from the shadows, with minimum reward and no credit.He would
remain on the fringes of society, in the darkness where a creature like him belonged. Where he
had to stay. He’d been the commanding general of the forces of the confederation during the
recent war . . . the man most responsible for driving the empire from the Far Stars, and that was
all the more reason he had to stay away. He’d come close to losing himself once more, to
unleashing the dread persona that lived inside him and subsisted on power.He’d pulled himself
back just in time and turned down any formal role in the Far Stars Confederation, fleeing from
the imperial monster that lived inside him, ensuring it wouldn’t one day regain control . . . as had
almost happened during the war.Now, then, he would crawl along the borders, along the troughs
of human habitation until even they were all gone, reclaimed for a bright future. One he would
help create, even if he could never be a part of it.He would remain vigilant, until Astra had truly
united the Far Stars. Then he would go . . . somewhere. Into the unknown depths of space, or the
depths of the Void.Or into the heart of a supernova.But he would never let himself hurt Astra . . .
and he would never again let her see the true image of what lived inside him.“Captain, Shira and
Ace are aboard.”“Good. Let’s get ready to lift off.”

Chapter 4“Captain Denali, I am pleased you were able to come.”Denali glanced at the imperial
noble, from the looks of his attire and the gold and platinum badges of rank hanging from his
neck, a highly placed one, and tried to restrain his amusement, and his fear.Amusement
because the “invitation” had come with a detachment of armed imperial soldiers, and for all the
flowery construct of its prose, it reeked of something one small step from an arrest order.And,
fear . . . for the same reason.“I am honored by your audience, Lord Jelliac. It is not every day a



lord of the empire favors me with his time and attention.” At least you hope he’s favoring you.
Maybe he just enjoys roasting Far Stars barbarians on a spit . . .Denali didn’t know all that much
of imperial culture, but he was pretty sure lords of the empire viewed anyone from the Far Stars
as just short of a savage in an animal skin.“It is my pleasure, Captain. I believe you have
distinguished yourself in your field of endeavor . . . or am I mistaken that you led a small flotilla of
ships through the Void.”Of course. That’s what he wants. But how does he even know?“That is
correct, my lord. Though no more than three small freighters.” Freighter was a grandiose term,
either for Granger, or for the other two rust buckets in his ramshackle fleet, but the meaning was
close enough.“Still—three ships. Under your navigation direction? And not that of the other
captains?”“That is also correct.” He’d felt the impulse to lie about the whole thing, but in the end
he didn’t know what the imperial lord knew already, and he had a healthy suspicion that getting
caught lying to the man would be bad.“May I ask how that was possible, Captain? As far as my,
admittedly limited, knowledge of navigation goes, no one has ever successfully guided more
than a single ship through the Void. That is correct, is it not?”“It is as far as I know, my lord.”
Denali had been nervous . . . and he still was. But he was beginning to feel some hope. There
was opportunity there . . . and even a small share of the profits from whatever this lord could put
together—say, a dozen large freighters—would set him up beyond his wildest imaginings.“I ask
again, Captain. How was that possible?” Jelliac’s tone wasn’t hostile, not exactly, but Denali had
the sense he didn’t like incomplete answers to his questions . . . or having to repeat himself.“I . . .
ah . . . well, my lord, I have always had a strong sense of the currents of the Void, and I was able
to . . .” He paused for a moment. He knew what he’d done, but standing there, before an imperial
lord who could probably have him killed with a gesture, it seemed a bit crazy.But if crazy is the
truth, that’s what he’s going to get.“I built a navigation device, Lord Jelliac. It is an . . . extender of
my thoughts, of my instincts about the Void. It allows me to guide more ships through, a dozen,
perhaps even a few more.” He braced himself for the scoff he was certain would come.He was
surprised, then, when Lord Jelliac said, “Do you have the schematics for this device, Captain? I
would be interested in purchasing them from you. If it works, I can promise you a king’s ransom
as a price.” The tone was still calm, but there was a hint of something else, an unspoken
message to the effect of, If you don’t sell them to me, I have other ways to get what I want from
you. The offer seemed genuine, and the implicit threat did, too.There was, however, a problem
with complying.“My lord, I would be pleased to sell you my designs, such that they are, or even
the prototype box itself. But . . . I’m afraid I designed it to link with my own brain, to enhance my
sense of the Void, not to develop its own. It would be valueless to anyone but me.” Denali was
simply trying to explain, but as he heard the words coming out of his mouth, he could feel his
freedom slipping away. Because if the box didn’t work without him . . .“That is unfortunate,
Captain.” Jelliac paused. “Perhaps we can come up with an alternate plan, one that might be just
as rewarding to you.” He turned and gestured toward one of the servants standing against the far
wall. A moment later, a man entered, wearing the uniform of an imperial general.“This is my
cousin, Captain. General Idilus.”Denali blinked. He knew enough about the empire to guess just



how blood-soaked the hands of an imperial general with as many decorations as Idilus wore had
to be.“General . . .” It was all he managed to get out before the man spoke.“Captain Denali, my
cousin told me of your expedition . . . and I was able to hear most of what you were just
discussing. I am not a man to waste words, so I will simply ask you this: Are you able, with your
device, to lead any force of a dozen ships through the Void, regardless of their mass and
size?”Denali felt a spasm of fear go through him. He didn’t really know the answer to the
question. He suspected he could, but so far, he’d only used the device to bring three small ships
through the crossing.“Yes, General.” The answer blurted out, almost on its own, and a few
seconds later, he tried to temper it. “I believe I could, at least . . . though I have never used it with
ships larger than the three of my last convoy.”There was a moment of silence, as Idilus looked
over at Jelliac. Then the general returned his withering gaze to Denali. “I propose this,
Captain . . .” Like so many of the polite suggestions coming out of these imperial mouths, the
word propose somehow came through more as command. . . . “I will hire your services. You will
come with me, on my flagship. You will be extremely comfortable, and you will have every luxury
on the voyage. You will in turn guide a force of imperial battleships from the capital to the Far
Stars . . . and when they have completed their mission, you will bring them back safely. When
that work is done, you will be released . . . with one million imperial crowns as your payment for
services rendered.”A million crowns! It was more money than Denali had ever imagined, and his
heart raced at the thought of such wealth. At least until reality set in. The box was far from fully
tested, and if he failed, if any of the massive imperial warships were damaged or destroyed, he
knew his death would be both certain and unpleasant.And, if you succeed, you will be the
empire’s only tool for safely guiding battleships through the crossing. You will never be allowed to
go back home. You will spend the rest of your life in imperial service.Denali’s mind was a swirling
vortex of confusion, fear, uncertainty . . . but, through it all, he knew what he had to do. He might
be an imperial tool, but if he was able to guide the emperor’s ships back and forth across the
Void, he would be a well-treated and protected one. His life would be one of luxury, even of
status, at least in the empire.If he agreed, he would also be the greatest traitor the Far Stars had
ever known.If he didn’t, though, he would find out just what the emperor’s minions could do to
persuade him . . . and he felt a shiver take him just thinking about that. “I wished to meet you
before I agree to this expedition.”The voice was deep and grim, and every word filled Denali with
a sensation bordering on abject terror. He’d traveled vast distances in his life, but the idea that
he’d ever be standing—or kneeling—before the emperor of mankind had never entered his
mind. It was an amazing honor, or a gut-wrenching nightmare. Or both.He held his pose,
prostrated before the throne, and he replied, as he’d been told to do. “I am honored, Your
Supremacy. Deeply honored.” His back ached, and the pain in his neck felt like a dull blade
slicing into muscle tissue, but the emperor had not commanded him to rise, and he remained
rigidly in place, his fear overcoming the call of his agony.“I will be placing great trust in you if I
send ten of my battleships across the Void under your direction. Each of those vessels is the
product of twenty years’ labor and the work of millions. If you are able to guide them



successfully, I will happily shower you with rewards. You will become a lord of the empire
yourself, and you will have estates and manors, as befits one who has served me well.” The
emperor was speaking of riches and privilege and comfort beyond anything Denali had ever
imagined, and it was wonderful to hear. But each word reached down inside him, and he felt
coldness grip his spine.“However, Captain, if you are not able to do as you say—if any of my
great battleships are lost on the voyage . . .” The emperor paused, and Denali suddenly felt like
an animal once prized being readied for slaughter. “. . . you will pay for your failure. Am I
understood, Captain?”“Yes, Your Supremacy,” he said in a rasp through his now parched throat.
“I understand completely. I will see to the safety of your warships, Your Supremacy . . . whatever
it takes.”“Indeed, Captain. Whatever it takes.” There was a long pause. “You may rise . . . and take
your place at the rear of the assemblage.”Denali rose, hesitating for a moment, as a sharp pain
cut across his shoulders and back. He held back the cry that tried to escape, and he forced
himself to continue, to ignore the discomfort. Then he turned and walked back behind the group
of lords and military officers standing before the emperor, only allowing himself a small sigh of
relief when he felt sufficiently blocked from the emperor’s view.“You are confident in this
operation, General Idilus? Or is this simply some desperate attempt to regain the favor your
recent failures have cost you?”Denali watched, fascinated at the display of imperial politics and
power games. He realized, too, that he was now part of these games. That, for better or worse,
he was part of Idilus’s faction, and—as impressive and powerful as the general had seemed in
Jelliac’s château—he was in some kind of hot water with the emperor.Which meant Denali
himself was now in hot water.“Your Supremacy,” Idilus said, “I believe the captain’s device is
genuine, and effective. My people have examined it, and we have reviewed the logs of all three
vessels and verified that they did, indeed, cross the Void solely under Captain Denali’s direction.
I believe the device will work under the captain’s control, and that even vessels as large as
imperial battleships will be able to make the crossing in this way.” Denali wasn’t always the best
judge of people, but he was pretty sure Idilus was at least half full of shit. He had the look of a
player not exactly bluffing, but betting big and hoping a middling hand would do the job.The only
problem was that part of that bet included Denali’s life.There was a long pause, and though there
were at least a hundred people in the room, the silence was eerie in its totality. Finally, the
emperor spoke.“Very well, General—you have my leave to mount the expedition. I authorize the
deployment of ten battleships to your command, and I grant you viceregal powers in the Far
Stars. You are to proceed to Galvanus Prime and reconquer our ancient sector capital. You will
find all inhabitants who cooperated with the rebel forces, and all who conducted themselves with
less than the steadfast loyalty expected of imperial officials and citizens, and you will execute
them . . . after securing from them any and all useful information they possess. Once you have
placed the planet’s defenses in order, you will proceed to Celtiboria, the center of this affront to
our imperial dignity, and the home of Augustin and Astra Lucerne . . .” The emperor’s voice was
pure rage as he uttered the name “Lucerne.” “. . . and you will destroy it, General. There will be no
invasion of Celtiboria, no effort to conquer the planet. You will bombard it from orbit, and you will



eradicate all life existing there. Celtiboria shall henceforth serve as a silent graveyard, a
testament to the cost of rebellion. Then you will send a single ship back with the captain aboard.
He will reap the benefits of his success . . . and assume his role as imperial navigator,
overseeing the ferrying of additional ships to the Far Stars, to commence the final conquest of
that troublesome and unruly frontier.”“Yes, Your Supremacy. I thank you for your confidence.”But
Denali wasn’t as thankful. With those words, the emperor had sealed his fate as “imperial
navigator”—a service he was pretty sure had no expiration date.Resigned, he listened as the
emperor continued. “I trust you will do whatever is necessary to succeed in your mission.” A
short pause, then he said, “Do not fail me again, General.”“I will not fail, Your Supremacy.” Idilus
rose slowly, bowing once more to the emperor before he turned to leave. He took half a dozen
steps before the imperial voice boomed out again, stopping him in his tracks.“One more thing,
General.” The emperor turned and gestured to an officer standing to the side of the throne. The
man moved quickly through a door along the back wall and returned leading in another officer,
one standing a full two meters tall, resplendent in polished combat armor, and wearing a
gleaming blade at his side. It was an immense honor for any but the imperial guards to carry a
weapon in the presence of the emperor, and it spoke of extreme imperial favor.Denali stared at
the figure, and it was like he was seeing a monster from a story leap off the page. Because he
knew just who this officer was, and the dark warrior’s reputation seemed paltry compared to his
actual presence.“General Inferni will accompany you, General Idilus.”“Your Supremacy . . .”
Denali could see Idilus wanted to argue, but he watched as the officer almost immediately
suppressed the urge. “Yes, Your Supremacy.”“You will retain operational command of the
expedition, despite the fact that General Inferni outranks you. He will be conducting a special
mission for me, and you will provide him with any resources he requires . . . and follow any orders
he issues as though they came from me.”“Yes, Your Supremacy.” Denali was impressed at
Idilus’s ability to hide his emotions at the change in plans. “May I ask what General Inferni’s
mission entails?”“There is a man in the Far Stars. Accounts have come to me, from many
sources. He was an adventurer among the fringe worlds who rose to become one of the leaders
of the rebellion, a general who led the traitorous forces against our fleet. A warrior who, by all
accounts, killed Kergen Vos, our governor. There is something about this man, about the
descriptions of his exploits, his abilities. It nags at me. General Inferni will be responsible for
finding this man, and for bringing him back to the capital in chains.”
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Jeanne E., “Wow oh wow!. I cannot believe I waited so long to get to this one! Blackhawk has
succeeded in the evolution of his soul and the Far Stars will ever be in his debt. So good to see
the crew Ace Shira Doc Sam Sarge Katrina all playing their decisive roles on the Claw. It’s so
hard to experience the brutality of the Imperium and the extent of their evil. Even if you accept
that love is stronger in the end, the tragic journey to get there is horrifying. I still wonder that none
of the people of the court have the resources and heart to take this madman down. I understand
the conditioning of Inferni but what of the rest of the populous? Poor Denali. What is wrong with
these people? Anyway I am supremely happy that Ark has found his place with Astra and they
and all of the Far Stars fight for freedom and life! Always a fan!”

Mike Keller, “The fight against the Empire's might is coming to the Far Stars.. Blackhawk and his
amazing crew (more family than crew) are fighting against the evil Empire and the fight has
come home. Somehow, the Empire has brought a fleet of massive battleships through the Void
to the Far Stars. The fight has become a quest for survival.I love these characters and the
storyline that Jay has wrapped around Blackhawk and his friends and crew. Blackhawk will need
all his Imperial training and conditioning to pull this off without losing all that is precious to
him.I'm dying to see more of these friends I've made within the pages of the series. Will there be
more? I am one who begs the answer "yes"! A great read!”

Buster Bob, “Another great sci-fi novel from Jay Allan!. I have been remiss in not reviewing Jay
Allan’s novels. He is my favorite contemporary science fiction author. However, as soon as I
finished one novel I’d start the next one in the series. Once I finished a series I’d start the next
series. Sadly, I’ve finished all of the series except for the pending last novel in the Blood on the
Stars series.”

TJ, “Great addition to the Far Stars series. The character of Arkarin Blackhawk has matured a lot
since the prequel. But there are several obstacles to overcome before Blackhawk can rest. This
book answers many questions about Blackhawk 's past and introduces us to the Emperor and
his desire to rule all of humanity.Great plot and a satisfying ending. I hope it will not be the last
book in the series.”

Edward J. Bonthron, “The Dirty Dozen meets Star Wars. The Far Stars may be Jay Allen's best
work to date. I say this as his work seems to just keep getting better. The Emperor's Fist starts
a little slow but once the action starts hold on. The character development is excellent
throughout the entire Far Stars series. The world he creates seems at some points familiar and
yet strange. The epilogue is outstanding and memorable.”

Terry, “The Emperor’s Fist. Blackhawk will meet his biggest challenge to date. Will he succeed?



Will he be able to stay by the love of his life? Those and many other trials are answered along
with a great swashbuckling story of the Far Stars. Jay Allan continues to captivate his readers in
the latest installment of the Far Stars story.”

Jackie Dressel, “As a life long aficionado of sci-fi, I relished Jay Allan’s adherence to the basic
tenets of this genre...that doing the right thing, traveling not the easy but rather the difficult path
will always be it’s own reward. If Huxley, Dr. Marshall Dressel, COL, USA (Ret). A must read for
all lovers of good, classical sci-Fi.Repetition of the perspective and mental anguish of dedicated
commanders can never be “too often or too much!”This and most all of Mr. Allan’s creative
writings have inspired me to start a hobby of spinning my own good stories, stories that
encourage and challenge the listener to emulate those positive traits and to pursue their
personal search to do the right thing!”

TheBeardedOne, “Far Stars Gets Five Stars. Start with Khan Nuniuun Sing with Dual personality
disorder, mix with a little AI driven wetwear, add a healthy helping of Battleship romance and you
have one half of this Sci-fi epic.. when you add the final ingredient of an ancient evil empire bent
on universal domination - mix well!!! I guarantee your imaginations will rise to be in the sweet
rapture of space combat and the struggles of empire building so seldom written about, it is
destined to become a staple in any Sci-fi fan library.”

Guy Marc GAGNE, “Engaging. As has been established previously, if you are at this tome you
are convinced of its worth.Id est: writing, story continuity and character development are all
above average.It may generate one or two more books or, rest upon an open ended
conclusion.Jay's disposition and readership responses being causal in that determination.”

dape50, “the emperor fist. gute lese zeit...”

The book by Jay Allan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 91 people have provided feedback.
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